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180 TREMONT STREET:

A DOWNTOWN CENTER FOR BOSTONS NEIGHBORHOODS

Action for Boston Community Development, Inc. (ABCD) is

pleased to present a plan for the development of

180 - 182 Tremont Street as a center of community resources for

families and youth in all the neighborhoods of Boston.

A Program of Service

ABCD's development of 180- 182 Tremont Street will provide

strikingly enhanced educational and social services for Boston
residents. It will consolidate ABCD's employment and training

programs, now scattered in rented space. It will allow for the

expansion of basic services, including the creation of 80 new day
care slots in an under-served downtown location. It will

accommodate ABCD's new spin-off programs, and will rent

affordable space to community non-profit organizations. It will

provide a permanent center for services to Boston's

neighborhoods— in a location which emphasizes the stake

neighborhood residents hold in the resurgence of Midtown
Boston.

A STAKE IN THE CITY

Through the ups and downs of the economic cycle, ABCD has

represented a stake in the city for Boston's disadvantaged. As a
community partner in planning for Commonwealth Center and the

Midtown Cultural District, ABCD joined with the City of Boston

in successfully arguing that the economic growth and cultural

riches of Midtown must be shared with the people of the

neighborhoods.

The Center at 180 Tremont Street carries forward this message. A
visible, permanent commitment to the role Boston's

neighborhoods can play in downtown development, the Center is

more than a symbol: it brings together the education, training and
support resources the poor of Boston need to share fully in the life

of the city.





Common Ground

ABCD's downtown offices and neighborhood centers have
always been common ground, places where the diverse groups
that make Boston so dynamic—and sometimes so contentious—
can meet to work for shared goals. The Center at 180 Tremont
enables ABCD to carry this unifying mission into the next century.

By accommodating ABCD's growing programs in a secure
location, it ensures that this common ground will continue to be a
resource Boston can depend on.





ABCD - A NEIGHBORHOOD AGENCY DOWNTOWN

ABCD may be unique among human service agencies in its

capacity to combine sensitivity to neighborhood needs with the

centralization required to support major, city-wide programs.

ABCD's central office at 178 Tremont Street works cooperatively

with a decentralized network of Area Planning Action Councils

(APAC's), Neighborhood Service Centers (NSC's), Head Start

centers, and delegate community agencies to develop and manage
programs for the benefit of low-income families.

Altogether, over fifty distinct neighborhood sites are operated by
ABCD, providing every community resident with access to

services, advocacy, and a voice in the agency's planning and
direction.

The ABCD staff and Board of Directors reflects this neighborhood

orientation. The Board consists of representatives from the

private, public, and neighborhood sectors, with community
residents making up the majority of members. The overwhelming
majority of ABCD employees are Boston neighborhood residents.

Over half come from low-income families; over half are of

minority background. ABCD is proud of the role it plays in

recruiting, developing and promoting local workers to whom few
avenues of advancement are open. Through this process, former

ABCD clients have risen to positions of leadership in business,

education, human services and government.

ABCD History

ABCD began in 1961, when a group of Boston business and
community leaders met to discuss the "human development" needs

of the City's diverse neighborhoods. The agency was
incorporated in 1962, as a precursor to the national War on
Poverty, with an initial $2 million grant from the Ford Foundation

and funding from several other sources, including the Permanent

Charity Fund (now The Boston Foundation). Its original

mandate, which holds true to this day, was to promote self-help

for people and neighborhoods. With the passage of the Economic
Opportunity Act in 1964, ABCD was designated Boston's official

anti-poverty agency.

Since that time, ABCD has responded to its mission by creating

service programs which address the increasingly complex needs of

Boston residents struggling for economic betterment.





ABCD Programs

ABCD provides a broad range of educational and social services,

reaching almost 50% of the low income residents of Boston.
Programs include:

• Head Start, a federally-funded preschool program
which has expanded to over 30 sites citywide, and
serves over 2,000 families;

• Foster Grandparents, serving elders and special

needs children;

• The Center for Jobs, Education and Career
Training, which provides adult education, literacy

training, youth employment programs, and
vocational training;

• Day Care services for teen parents and low-income
families;

• Child Care Choices of Boston, which provides

referrals and voucher payment services for all day
care programs in Boston;

• Health Services and Family Planning, providing

access to basic care, AIDS education, and teen

pregnancy prevention;

• Fuel Assistance and Energy Conservation

Programs, helping over 20,000 low-income
families stay warm in Boston winters;

• Urban College, a consortium effort of ABCD and
local colleges and universities, which has opened
higher education to hundreds of disadvantaged

students;

• the CLUB, a groundbreaking support program for

young men of color; and

• Housing Services, including affordable housing
development, eviction prevention, and a range of

programs for homeless families.

In the nineties, ABCD continues to expand its reach, developing

new program concepts which provide opportunities and direct

support to Boston's disadvantaged citizens.





Continued Growth and Stability

ABCD is the largest nonprofit human services agency in New
England. Currently the agency administers an annual budget of

approximately $36 million in Federal, state and private monies,

employs over 600 full and part-time workers, and controls

approximately 300,000 SF of leased and owned space in Boston.

Prudent management has allowed ABCD to maintain a record of

stability and growth through the vicissitudes of the local economy
and shifts in social services funding. In turn, ABCD's stability

and sound fiscal base have allowed the agency to continue the

record of innovation which has characterized its programs since

1961.

A Special Character

The list of ABCD's programs indicates the agency's scope, and
ABCD's budget and organizational longevity help illuminate its

stability. But the real uniqueness of ABCD as an institution is

rooted in community roles that are harder to quantify.

Providing Common Ground

Since its beginnings in 1962, ABCD has been common ground-
neutral turf, where the diverse communities of Boston can meet to

pursue common goals. In the midst of Boston's school

desegregation struggle, a special grant from the City designated

ABCD a center for mediation between opposing parent groups. In

1992, ABCD's CLUB program brings former gang members into

the classroom together —to work for a positive future for

themselves and their children. As a senior state administrator

wrote in 1988, ABCD provides a center at which "the poor of

Boston can come together without regard to race, ethnicity,

religion, or any of the other differences which have plagued the

city and made intergroup communication hostile at best"

Ensuring Basic Supports

Many of the resources ABCD provides are basic to the survival of

Boston's low-income families. Fuel Assistance keeps families

warm in the winter; emergency food staves off hunger. Basic





education and training programs teach the illiterate to read, give the

jobless the skills they need to get work, and help the dropout to

finish school, Housing Services finds homes for the homeless and

prevents the marginally housed from becoming homeless. Head
Start provides a chance for parents and children to take a step up—
for parents to go to work, and for children to succeed at learning.

Because ABCD plays such a pervasive role in the lives of Boston

families, it is not only widely recognized, but widely trusted. As
one Fuel Assistance client noted, "This is where I come when I

don't know where to go."

Building Community Institutions

ABCD's mandate is to help Boston's residents develop the tools

they need to attain economic independence. ABCD has done

this— not only by providing individuals with skills, and by

providing neighborhoods with a voice— but by fostering local

leadership and encouraging the growth of neighborhood

institutions.

Many of Boston's most effective grass-roots organizations grew

under the protective umbrella of ABCD. This "institution

incubator" helped develop Greater Boston Legal Services, the

Geiger-Gibson Health Center at Columbia Point, the Roxbury
Comprehensive Health Center, the Boston Indian Council, the

Hispanic Office of Program Evaluation, and Drop-A-Dime, among
others.

The process still goes on. Today, the Massachusetts Immigrant

and Refugee Alliance helps answer the pressing needs of

newcomers. Child Care Choices of Boston helps parents solve

the dilemmas of child care and work. The CLUB offers young

men an alternative to violence. ABCD responds to emerging

needs as it always has: by offering the resources, support, and

opportunity required for neighborhood people to solve their own
problems.

Emphasizing a Comprehensive Approach

ABCD understand that the problem of urban poverty does not

have a simple solution. As the determinants of economic distress

are multiple and deeply rooted, so must useful interventions be

multi-phasic, coordinated, and sometimes long-continued.

Consequently, ABCD offers programs that fit together to provide

a coordinated system of supports and incentives.





In many families, ABCD provides help to three generations.

Services are limited to ensure that the interlocking barriers to

progress that face so many families can be broken down. For
example, an adolescent mother may have an immediate need for

day care, so that she can pursue education, job training and,

eventually, gainful employment. She may need counseling to

avoid another pregnancy. Her chances may be compromised by a
precarious housing situation, by untreated drug abuse, or by an
abusive relationship. And until she can meet her immediate
needs— for food, for shelter, for enough heating oil to get through

the winter— she will have little chance of concentrating on long-

term goals. ABCD can help at every step, from the most
immediate needs to ultimate goals which may include a college

education and professional employment.

Few agencies can accompany a client up each step of the ladder

that leads out of poverty. ABCD can point to innumerable cases in

which this process of intensive human investment has paid off in

permanent success.

Promoting Partnerships with Business and
Government

ABCD's approach to problem-solving is a collaborative one, one
which recognizes that the resources of business, government and
the non-profit sector work best in conjunction. The Urban
College program, for example, boasts a 25-year record of

collaboration between employers, social service providers, and
institutions of higher learning— which has enabled inner-city

youth to raise their sights to a college education. In the early

eighties, ABCD pioneered a nationally-recognized public/private

partnership with financial institutions in Boston, providing

training and 100% placement in career-track positions for

unemployed men and women. In all ABCD programming, the

synergistic effects of such collaboration are pursued.





DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR 180 TREMONT STREET

The 180 Tremont Street property will accommodate new social

and educational services for Boston residents, as well as the

administrative facilities which support ABCD programming in

every Boston neighborhood. Approximately 20,000 SF of floor

space will be reserved for lease to nonprofit tenants; the remainder
will be occupied by new and expanding ABCD programs.

Programming

New ABCD Initiatives

• On-Site Day Care Center

The first floor of 180 Tremont Street will be utilized

to provide day care for up to 80 children. Services

will be open to community residents; drop-in care

will also be offered to participants in ABCD
programs. This Center will help fill an intense need
for affordable child care services in central Boston.

• Regional Child Care Training Facility

The second and third floors of 180 Tremont Street

will be devoted to creation of one of the nation's

first comprehensive training centers for child care

staff. This model program, being developed by
ABCD in conjunction with other Head Start and
daycare providers, will require office space,

seminar rooms, and laboratory classrooms.





Expanded ABCD Programs

• Head Start Operations

The fourth floor of 180 Tremont Street will be

occupied by ABCD's Head Start program, which
urgently needs added space to accommodate
planned growth of 100% over the next five years.

This growth— the result of dramatic funding

increases on the part of the current federal

Administration, and sustained bipartisan support in

Congress— will allow ABCD to develop new Head
Start classrooms in every neighborhood of Boston.

Approximately 5,000 SF of office area is required

to handle the planned expansion of downtown
operations.

• Employment and Training Programs

Over 2,200 Boston youth are served annually by
ABCD's diverse program of basic education and job

skills programs. These programs, now housed in

scattered (and uneconomical) leased space, will be

consolidated at 180 Tremont Street, occupying

approximately 20,000 SF of classroom and office

area on the tenth and eleventh floors.

• Health Services

ABCD's Health Services Department provides a

variety of basic preventive health services to low-

income families and youth. Two aspects of the

Department's activities—AIDS prevention and

adolescent pregnancy prevention services— are

growing rapidly in response to escalating demand.
These expanding services will occupy

approximately 7,000 SF of office and seminar room
space on floor seven.

• Homeless/Housing Services

Floor eight will be occupied by ABCD's Housing
Services Department, now witnessing a surge in

demand for housing counseling and housing search

services. Expanded programs include a

computerized housing listing system for homeless

families (now developing linkages with the City of

Boston Fair Housing Commission and regional

housing agencies), post-placement support services





for families placed in new housing, and counseling

programs designed to prevent evictions.

• Central Support Resources

ABCD's headquarters provides support services to

all the agency's neighborhood-based programs,

including those operated by affiliate and delegate

agencies. These diverse functions, including data

processing, technical assistance programs in

economic development and housing development,

property management and volunteer services, are

experiencing growth as the local initiatives they

support expand.

For example, ABCD's Data Processing Department
is expanding to provide in-house computer services

for all ABCD operations, including a unified client

data base for all neighborhood-based programs.

The agency's total mainframe capacity is scheduled

to double in 1991-1992, and a similar increase is

expected in the size of the PC network supported by
Data Processing.

Support services are scheduled to occupy floors five

and six at 180 Tremont Street.

• Massachusetts Immigrant and Refugee Alliance

(MIRA)

MIRA, an ABCD affiliate program, is expanding as

it develops enhanced programs for newcomer
groups. Small-group education and counseling

facilities are needed to provide advocacy and legal

services, support groups, and educational services.

• The CLUB

This nationally-recognized model of support

services for young minority males is scaling up to

provide services to every Boston neighborhood.

The CLUB, which utilizes small-group counseling,

mentoring, peer support and classroom activities to

motivate its members and help them achieve in

school and at work, currently serves a small fraction

of the young men who have expressed interest in

participating. In expanded space on the ninth floor

at 180 Tremont Street, the CLUB will extend its

proven benefits to a broader population.
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Other Nonprofit Tenants

ABCD will set aside approximately 20,000 SF for nonprofit

organizations which provide compatible human services functions.

As of this writing, ABCD has been contacted by several such

community organizations, which are being displaced from
downtown commercial properties— at 10 West Street and other

locations— and which cannot afford prevailing costs in comparable
buildings. These potential lessors include low-income housing

development groups, providers of services to persons with AIDS,
and organizations providing social services in Boston public

schools, among others.

Renovation Required

180 Tremont Street will require minimal renovation for use as a

center of community service activities. Offices and seminar areas

are usable as is. Repartitioning and fit-up will be required for the

ground floor day care facility. Overall, the exceptionally good fit

between the 180 Tremont Street building and ABCD's space

requirements contributes to the effectiveness of program
operations, as well as to cost efficiencies.

For example, the building is not only adjacent to ABCD's current

headquarters, it is directly connected to it by a four-story "bridge"

which spans the intervening alley. ABCD's current property

includes these bridge rooms, which are now used as office space.

The physical unity of the two buildings can be readily exploited by

breaking the partitioning at the edge of the bridge and creating free

circulation between the properties on four floors. This is

particularly critical consideration in case of some central

administrative functions at ABCD, for which horizontal expansion

is the most efficient means of providing additional space.

11





PUBLIC BENEFITS

New Resources

The development of 180 Tremont Street will allow ABCD to

provide critically needed new services.

• Child care will be provided to working families in the

community— and will expand access to ABCD's
employment, education and training programs for

young heads of household.

• A new regional training center will provide the

resources to upgrade child care services throughout

metropolitan Boston.

A second immediate result of ABCD's development of

180 Tremont Street will be the enhancement of downtown
community services, without the necessity for additional public

funding— through the expansion of programs which have been

unable to serve more clients due to space constraints.

Service enhancement will also result from the consolidation of

formerly fragmented services into a coordinated multi-service

facility. Most of the clients assisted by ABCD have more than one
concern that deserves attention; the "multi-problem family" is a

social services byword. Coordinating services —by creating

unified client records, by providing case managers, and most
simply by locating the services in the same place—allows existing

resources to be much more effective in helping families and
individuals escape poverty.

12





Stability for Critical Services

Another important product of the Center at 180 Tremont Street is

ensured stability for ABCD programs, and for other related non-
profit activities which will share the space.

The Center at 180 Tremont Street will provide permanent
stabilization of program costs— saving City and State tax dollars

well into the next century. Currently some 60% of ABCD
programs operate in rented space, and for these programs, rent

escalation produces a constant drain on program dollars. By
moving toward increased stability of tenure through ownership or

other long- term arrangement, ABCD has succeeded in reducing

and stabilizing space costs for many neighborhood-based

programs. By extending this principle downtown, the benefits of

central location are secured at a long-term cost well below
projected lease costs in the same area— both for ABCD and for its

non-profit tenants.

A signal of Neighborhood Participation in Downtown development

Of course, the public benefits of ABCD occupancy at 180 Tremont
Street will not be limited to meeting social and educational goals.

A thriving institutional presence at the corner of Tremont and
Boylston Streets provides a permanent anchor for the block's

development. And because ABCD is an extremely active

presence— with high levels of foot traffic from day well into

evening— it generates an unusually positive influence on ground-

floor retail activity as well as on street life. Altogether, the Center

at 180 Tremont Street will help to restart the development process

in the Midtown cultural district "hinge block."

And this development impetus will have a special character— it

will provide a clear signal of the City's intention to include the

neighborhoods of Boston in the benefits of revitalization.

13





APPENDIX 1 - ABCD PROGRAMS

HEAD START

Head Start is a federally-funded child care program which services

low-income children between the ages of three and five. Head
Start attempts to provide a comprehensive program of services for

children from poor families— while the program is centered on
developmentally appropriate preschool education, it also offers

rehabilitative and adaptive services for special needs children;

nutrition assistance (meals providing up to two-thirds of each
child's daily needs, plus nutrition education for children and
parents); health services, including health screening and help

obtaining primary care; mental health services, including intensive

counseling when needed by parents and children; and social

services, including education and training opportunities aimed at

helping families become self-sufficient.

Since Head Start's establishment in 1965, it has enjoyed
consistent support and steadily rising funding levels. Currently

Head Start has an annual operating budget of $13.6 million,

approximately 37. 14% of ABCD's total revenues. A total of more
than 2,200 children are served in ABCD's 38 Head Start centers

city-wide.

Day Care

ABCD's Day Care programs have been developed to support

families with particularly pressing needs. For example,
specialized programs are provided for over 60 teen parents,

helping them continue their high school educations. Supportive
services programs are also provided to families in crisis, through

the Department of Social Services.

ABCD's Day Care programs, now in their 23rd year, are currently

state-funded; starting in 1992, additional Federal funds will be

available to support Day Care.

Currently Day Care revenues are approximately 4.05% of total

agency revenues, some $1.5 million annually.





Child care choices of Boston

CCCB, Child Care Choices of Boston, is a new program spun off

from the Day Care Department for the purpose of managing the

State's voucher day care system and handling child-care-related

information and referral for the City of Boston.

CONSERVATION PROGRAMS

ABCD's conservation programs comprise home weatherization

and heating system repair and replacement, both of which are

Federally-funded. Weatherization services include attic and
sidewall insulation, window and door repairs, weather-stripping,

pipe wrap, and other basic conservation improvements. In 1990-

1991, over 800 low-income families received weatherization

assistance, which has been demonstrated to save recipients 25-

35% in heating costs each year.

Heating system repair and replacement (the HEARTWAP
Program) provided 3,500 eligible families with heating system

tune-ups, repairs, retrofits, and replacements last year.

HEARTWAP also responded to over 1,000 emergency no-heat

calls.

The combined conservation programs have revenues of

approximately $2.99 million, about 8.2% of agency revenues.

FUEL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

The ABCD Fuel Assistance Program provides direct payments to

heating fuel vendors on behalf of poor families, helping

approximately 16,000 households keep warm in Boston winters.

The Fuel Program is Federally-funded, with revenues slightly

over $9.0 million in 1990-1991; this program represents

approximately 25% of agency revenues.





HEALTH SERVICES

ABCD's Health Services Program provides quality reproductive

health care to low-income women, including family planning,

counseling, and contraceptive services for over 19,500 women
annually. Access to early prenatal care for some 15,000 women
and sex education for some 1,900 adolescents is provided each

year, as well.

Health Services also provides AIDS prevention services—

including support groups, peer leadership training, and

educational programs for adolescents, which reach over 1,00

individuals each. Finally, Health Services offers professional

education for human services professionals in the areas of

substance abuse, family planning and AIDS prevention.

Health Services is funded through a combination of Federal and

State moneys, at a level of approximately $2 million in 1990-

1991, some 5.6% of total agency revenues.

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING

ABCD's Employment and Training Programs, delivered through

the Center for Jobs, Education, and Career Training (CJECT)
serve approximately 3,000 individuals each year, providing

literacy education, classroom and on-the-job career training, GED,
alternative high school, and English-as-a-second-language classes,

peer tutoring, and job counseling and placement assistance.

CJECT is funded through a combination of State, Federal, local

government and private moneys, with total revenues of

approximately $2.8 million in 1990-1991. This represents about

7.6% of the total agency budget.

FOSTER GRANDPARENTS

Foster Grandparents is a federally-funded volunteer program

which provides stipended work for low-income elders in settings

such as day care facilities, clinics, shelters and chronic care

institutions for children. The program offers a double benefit,





providing meaningful employment to elder people and caring,

personal attention to children with special needs. Currently there

are 43 Foster Grandparent sites in Boston, and a total of 1 12 elder

participants are served.

HOUSING

ABCD's Housing Department works with homeless individuals to

help them find and keep safe, affordable housing; the Department
also works to prevent homelessness by offering counseling,

mediation, and education services to families in housing crisis.

Additionally, a program of landlord education seminars provides

basic information to property owners on such topics as tenant

selection, financing maintenance and repairs, lead paint removal,

and tenant/landlord law.

The Housing Department receives a combination of State, Federal

and local funds comprising about $600,000 annually.

COMMUNITY PROGRAMS

ABCD operates a wide range of grass roots programs which are

grouped under the Community Services Department. These
include neighborhood-based activities which are designed to

function on a small scale; seasonal programs; demonstration

projects which may represent expansion opportunities; and model
projects which are being prepared for spin-off as independent

entities. Examples of this diverse programming include federal

surplus food distribution; summer recreational programming for

handicapped youth; planning services for elderly housing

development; seasonal food drives, and MIRA, the Massachusetts

Immigrant and Refugee Alliance, which offers education and
advocacy to newcomer groups.

THE CLUB

A new program, the CLUB (Careers and Life United in Boston),

has become a national model of support services for young African-

American men, providing support groups, mentoring and
individualized education and career planning.





Local Service centers

ABCD operates a network of thirteen neighborhood Service

Centers (NSC's) and Area Planning Action Councils (APAC's)
which are multipurpose community centers located in the

neighborhoods they serve. These centers offer easy access to all

ABCD programs, and conduct a wide range of independent

advocacy, organizing, and community-development activities.

ABCD LOCATIONS

NSC

# APAC

HEAD START SITE





APPENDIX 2 — ABCD PROPERTIES

The ABCD Real Estate Corporation was established in 1972 to

acquire and hold real estate for lease to Action for Boston
Community Development, Inc., its delegate agencies, subsidiary

corporations, and other nonprofit agencies. The Corporation
currently owns three buildings and the land they occupy.

178 TREMONT STREET

Purchased by the Corporation in 1978, this is a 10-story office

building with two basement levels, consisting of 71,000 usable
SF and situated on a 5,778 SF parcel. It is prominently located in

downtown Boston at a corner of the Boston Common, in an area

characterized by mid-grade office space and general commercial
uses. This building houses the central administrative offices of
ABCD, classrooms, direct service activities, and citywide program
staff. This property has received tax exempt status from the City
of Boston.

198 GENEVA AVENUE

This property was acquired by the Corporation in 1986 for a
nominal consideration, following a tax taking by the City of
Boston. The three story building is a former industrial site, now
converted to child care use throughout. It comprises some 60,000
usable SF and is located on a 93,000 SF lot, which also

accommodates plentiful parking and an outdoor play area for

children.

Constructed in 1963 and completely rehabbed in the 70's, the

building is sound and in good repair. It is located in a major
population center, close to public transit, and is generally well-

adapted to its current use as a child care site.

Under the terms of conveyance from the City of Boston, ABCD
pays $5,000 annually in lieu of taxes on this property.





22 ELM HILL AVENUE

This former school building has currently undergone substantial

renovation, and now houses Head Stan and Day Care
classrooms, as well as ABCD's Roxbury/North Dorchester
Community Service Center. The property is close to ideal for the

combination of child care and community services. Site features

include parking and a play area for children; the site is convement
to public transportation; and it is located central to the largest

concentration of ABCD clients in Boston.

This property was registered as tax-exempt by its previous owner
and will continue to have exempt status.

ABCD REAL ESTATE CORPORATION

PROPERTY PORTFOLIO

Building Address





APPENDIX 3 - ABCD FINANCIAL HISTORY

ABCD's financial position is characterized by a stable revenue

base, and a reputation for getting things done which has attracted

major capital and program grants.

ABCD is largely funded by the state, local and federal

governments. Revenues have consistently trended upward in the

past decade; the total agency operating budget is now
approximately $35 million, and has been above $30 million for the

past five years. ABCD has received over $700 million in revenues
since its establishment in 1962.

This stability is due, in part, to the agency's ability to move
flexibly into diverse program areas as they emerge as public policy

priorities; it is also traceable to unusual stability and growth in

several "foundation" programs. For example, the Head Start and
Fuel Assistance/Energy Conservation Programs comprise 37%
and 35%, respectively, of current income.

ABCD FUNDING HISTORY 1963 - 1991

(Millions of Dollars)
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